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(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., Dec. 12, 1951.)

Let R be a modulared semi-ordered linear spacd with a
modular m. If R is semi-regular, we can introduce into R two
sorts of norms, namely, the first norm !1 a II (aeR) and the second
norm ill a Ill (aeR), satisfying the condition

It is proved that, if m is linear or singular’), then we have

(*) I1 a i! Ill a !11 (aeR).
In this paper we will prove the converse, that is"
Theorem., If a modulared semi-ordered linear space R with a

modular m is semi-r.egular and the condition (*) is always satisfied,
then m is either linear or singular.

Suppose, in the sequel, that the condition (*)is satisfied and
we denote the common value by il a I! (aeR).

Lemma 1. The first norm and the second norm by the conjugate
modular of m coincide.

Proof. The first norm by is the conjugate norm of the
second norm by m, and the second norm by is the conjugate
norm of the first norm by m. Hence our assertion is obtained.

Lemma 2. For a element a such that il a I!--1+re(a), we have
re(a) O.

Proof. Suppose re(a)

__
1. Then we have re(a) II II by the

definition of the second norm, eontradieting the assumption. Thus
we have re(a) 1, and hence I! a II r, Therefore, from the
assumption, we conclude re(a)= O.

Lemma 3. If there is a simple domestic element a satisfying
the condition re(a)--1, then m is a linear modular on laiR.

Proof. As a is simple and domestic, we can find a positive
element a of the conjugate space R of R such that

(a) ()+m(a), and [a]= [a].
From this relation, we conclude [l all a(a)= (a)+l, because,
for the first norm I! a 11 by , we have

il I[ sup](x) [, and [(x)[_()+m(x) (xeR)
m(e)

Thus we obtain (5)= 0 by the previous lemma.
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Next we prove that is singular in laiR. If this is not so,
then we can find a number a)1 and a projector [] such that

0 (a[]a) 1.

Putting (1--[]) a + a I] a, we have

(b) ((1 []) a) + (a [] a) ,
and hence

a II sup (a) (a).

owever his relation is impossible, because, by he condition
[] [a], we have []a(a)> 0, and hence, as a > 1,

Hence we have proved ha is singular in []R, ha is, m is
linear i [aiR.

Poof of he heoem. Le be he oaliy of linear elements
of . Then m is linear in [OR. or an elemen
re(x) < + , we have m(x)l. Because, if here is an elemen
x(1--[]) sueh ha 1 < (z)< + , hen we can find a number
a and a projector [p] such ha m(a[]x)= 1 and aEp]x is simple
and domestic, and consequently m is linear in [[px]R as proved
3us above. This contradicts he definition of (1-[])R. Hence,
for any sR(1--[j), we have

() sup {z()-m()
sup {z(x)-m(x)}
sup () [[ [,

hich shos thRt is nite in (I--[]). Thn t is eRsily seen
thRt is lineRr in <I--[N]), that is, is singular in
I [] O, (I-[]) O, then or [j, (I-[]) we see
easily

contrRdicting the Rssumption (*). Thus it is proved that
[]R O, or (i-[]) O.

ece is lier or siguIr on .


